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We have investigated the applicability of the
mpdif jed bpundary cpnditjon zg, pdel'~ tp the ex-
tensive proton-proton scattering data in the energy
range extending up to 350 Mev. The success ob-
tained with the model using a field-theoretical po-
tential tail indicates at once the validity of the one-
and two-pion exchange potentials (TPEP) in their
appropriate range, and the physical significance

of the energy-independent boundary condition em-
ployed to represent the shorter range interaction.
The precision fit we have obtained requires only
nine parameters plus the acceptance of the usual
fourth-order static "perturbation" theory results
for the potential tail.

For r &r, (r, is the same in all states), we as-
sume a potential of the form

V= V2+ V4,
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f and f, are the dimensionless rationalized pseudovector coupling constant, and are approximately
(O.OS)~~ when evaluated from meson scattering. We distinguish the numerical values off and f, in
order to test separately the significance of V, and V~. p, and M are the pion and nucleon masses,
respectively. A variable "pair suppression" is provided by the parameter Z. We shall call $ the
"ladder" parameter. The other operators and functions are standard. 8 =c = 1.
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For f,'=f' and )=I, V is the TMO potential. '
For $ =0 we have the BW potential. ' Thus the
terms proportional to $ represent the contribu-
tion of the iterated (ladder) second-order diagram
to the fourth-order potential which has been the
subject of so much controversy. ' It should be
noted that pair suppression (X& I) is a nonpertur-
bative result (or at best comes from high-order
terms) but is usually included in the perturbative
potentials. No spin-orbit term has been included,
as both the phenomenological evidence' and the
theory' indicate a very short range behavior. On
the basis of earlier results'~' the boundary radius
x, is expected to include the spin-orbit region.
The phase shifts and the corresponding experi-
mental uncertainties, as listed in Table I, were
taken from Breit et al. ' and from effective-range
parameters. Only 0, 95, 210, and 310 Mev were
fitted in the expectation that the results for inter-
mediate energies would interpolate well.

Starting with Coulomb functions at r =8 f, the
wave functions at each energy were numerically
integrated inwards (on the IBM-709 at M.I.T.)
to r„ for a set of "potential parameters" r„ f,',
X, and $. For some runs f' was fixed at 0.08;
for others we set f'=f, ' and they were varied
together. At xo, the logarithmic derivative of
the wave function F~fs = r, [(I/y&& )de & /dr j„
was evaluated. For coupled states, 'E is a 2x2
Hermitian matrix,

At zero energy the scattering length, a„was
used to determine the asymptotic 'S, wave func-
tion, which was then integrated inward to obtain
Eo«(0 Mev). The singlet effective range ref f(calc)

Table I. Model parameters at minimum.

f~=f&2=0. 0837; r0=0. 7011 f; X=1.00; (=0.60; M=11.10; {NO=14)
Energy a
(Mev) . (radians) (radians)

000

220

011

211

4=2 c
coupling

331

0
95

210
310

95
210
310

95
210
310

95
210
310

95
210
310

95
210
310

95
210
310
95

210
310

b
0.419
0.087

-0.175
0.068
0.140
0.192
0.209

-0.035
-0.209
-0.209
-0.364
-0.480
0.168
0.311
0 291

-0.279
0.131

-0.105
-0.003
0.003
0.017

-0.026
-0.039
-0.062

0.026
0.026
0.044
0.012
0.01.7
0.017
0.044
0.061
0.035
0.009
0.017
0.026
0.009
0.017
0.017

0.070
0.035
0.035
0.008
0.026
0.017
0.052
0.017
0.017

1.02
1.15
1.05
1.12
1.63
3.66
3.25
70 33

-7.14
-8.65
10.11
17.34
15.21
0.11

-0.78
-0.19

-0.14
0.13
0.03

-4.04
-3.98
-4.43
-3.04
-3.34
4.31

0.06
0.07
0. 08
0. 14
4.43
2.39
0. 94
2.42
2. 06
1.55
6.37

12.36
9.70
0.46
0.35
0. 12

0.17
0. 16
0.14
0.05
0.09
0.27

115.74
0. 73

55. 29

1.08

3.14

-V. 82

13.37

-0.26

0.01

-4. 06

-3.24

a
bNuclear Blatt-Biedenharn phase shifts.

ao = -7.7 +0.1 f; reff{exp) =2.67+0.03 f; reff{calc) =2.68 f.cFor 5 read the nuclear Blatt-Biedenharn coupling parameter e2.
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was then calculated directly from Eppp and the
potential parameters.

The F& so obtained were in general energyZs
dependen and reff(calc) did not agree with

reff(exp). The potential parameters were then
varied to make the f's as energy-independent as
possible and to bring reff(calc) into agreement
with reff(exp). To do this in a statistically sig-
nificant way, utilizing the experimental uncer-
tainties in the phase shifts A5JEg and in the ef-
fective-range parameters b,a, and hreff(exp), the

function

F 8 -E ' r calc -x exp

was calculated and then minimized (using a gra-
dient search) with respect to the potential param-
eters.

is the weighted average of the FJIz at all different
energies. dd gls(E) (8Eg~s~85gfs) 65gfs, where
the 65JE+ are the experimental uncertainties from
Table I. Note that (8F/86) ' measures the sensi-
tivity of 5 to E. Those 5's in the sum in (2) which

are insensitive to E have a reduced relative im-
portance.

The most probable value of M, corresponding
to 50% correlation probability, Mo, is given by
the number of phase shifts less the number of
FJ~~ less the number of potential parameters.
Counting the relevant states and energies, as
seen in Table I, Mp=14. Mp&14 implies that if
one puts F =E at all energies, the corresponding
phase shifts will usually lie within their experi-
mental limits. The word "usually" is meant in
its appropriate statistical sense.

Equation (2) neglects the effect of correlations
between the phase-shift errors because they are
difficult to take into account numerically. The
effect of including the correlations in M is usu-
ally to decrease its value. Thus a "good fit" re-
mains a good fit while a "bad fit" may become a
"good fit" if the correlations are very strong.
Thus our criterion suffices for an acceptable
potential but can only weakly reject one. However',
if M»M, an unusual set of correlations would be
required to make the potential acceptable. We
intend to inquire further into the effect of corre-
lations.

With f '=0.08, a minimum of M = 10.73 was ob-
tained for f,'=0.0863, X=1.000, ) =0.500, and

r, =0.7011 f. With f'=f„', a minimum of M =11.10
was obtained for f ' =f,' = 0.0837 and no change in
the other parameters. The values of the FJ~~,
E~fs, hZJfs, and reff(calc) corresponding to the
latter case are given in Table I. The values for
rp and Eppp ar e very similar to those obtained
previously for special forms of the modified
boundary condition model. '

It is highly significant that the best fit is ob-
tained for the coupling constant determined by
pion-nucleon data, ~f '=f, '= 0.082. A variation
of f,'=f' of about 0 002 .would increase M by
unity. Previous OPEP analysis" had determined
that f' —0.08 was required for the higher angular
momenta. We see at once a similar result for the
TPEP region and for lower angular momenta, but
not independently of the model for the internal
region. However, if this model was not a sig-
nificant description of the scattering, it would
be expected that M»Mp. The parameters X and

$ fall within the expected range. The sensitivity
to X and $ is small however. Varying $ between
0 and 1 only increases M to 12. This is presum-
ably due in part to the negligible difference be-
tween TMO and 8% in the singlet even state.
Putting X = 0 while the other potential parameters
remain unchanged makes M = 58. If we then min-
imize holding A. =0, we obtain M =24.8, but re-
quire f' =f,' =0.093. This complete pair suppres-
sion is not consistent with our model, especially
if we require f'=f, '=0.08.

There is then a strong statistical indication of
the quantitative correctness of the fourth-order
p -p static potential within limits of the order of
the size of the "ladder" contribution. Conversely
the energy-independent boundary condition is a
statistically satisfactory representation of the
inner region. If the fourth-order perturbation
static potential is accepted on theoretical grounds
for x & r„ then the parameters given by the E's
and rp are sufficient to account for all the scat-
tering data. This is a much smaller number of
parameters than those inherent in previous pro-
posed phenomenological potentials. ' The fact
that rp = 0.7 f indicates that the TPEP approxi-
mation breaks down at this distance and implies
the onset of nonlocal or energy-dependent effects.
In more conventional representations the short-
range spin-orbit potential has the same implica-
tion.

For E&3 the phase shifts are independent of
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E&E+ except for a very narrow range which gives
rise to a sharp resonance. " Thus these phase
shifts can in general be considered to depend only
on TPEP. For example, a test of TPEP inde-
pendent of the boundary condition can be made by
examining the ~'s for high angular momenta at
low energy. " The extremely large value of ~33]
x (95 Mev) is such a, verification of TPEP, and

the decrease of AI'22p with increasing energy is
also significant.

The following calculations are now in progress:
(1) The phase shifts for higher l are being evalu-
ated with our potential to further test TPEP.
(2) The phase shifts at interpolating energies
are being calculated. (3) The nonperturbative
potentials KMO" and Klein-McCormick" are
also being tried in place of Eq. (1). (4) The neu-
tron-proton phase-shift data" are under analysis
employing the modified boundary condition model
with the potential forms used in the P-P analysis.
Here the triplet even potential depends strongly
on the ladder ambiguity so that one may hope to
obtain a better value of $.

The above extensions of the analysis will be
published elsewhere together with a more de-
tailed discussion of the method and results of
this paper. We conclude from the present anal-
ysis that the field-theoretic fourth-order static
potential combined with an energy-independent
boundary condition is a simple and accurate,
physically significant representation of the data.
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